
Lettycia Terrones:For tribal libraries, what are some of the documents that people have shared? 
Also  who writes the text that compliments documents (liek in the SFPL example) 
  
Mary Boyle:What is a cms? 
   
Erin:Mary - Content Management System 
   
Mary Boyle:I am at Santa Clara, CA but worked at Memorial Library and got my degree at UW-
Madison 
  
Mary Boyle:Mineral Point is where my relatives live 
   
Erin:Awesome, Mary!! Sometimes I miss UW Madison... then I remember snow... lol 
  
 Mary Boyle:I prefer snow at a distance 
  
 Erin:Lol - ditto 
   
Lettycia Terrones:I am interested in what community contributes as far as documents to include, for 
instance photogrpahs, oral stories, clothing, school documents etc 
   
Lettycia Terrones:and then once archive docs are contributed, who writes the text that describes the 
doc on your website. so like in Mapping World Fair 1915, who writes the compementing text that goes 
with each picture or map image? 
   
Elizabeth 2:Do you see this as always being a free account? 
   
Melissa:Yea! LVA! 
   
Colyn Wohlmut:What are the supported text file types? 
   
Bree McGaffey:So, we could have the same photo pinned in two seperate collections if they deal with 
two different subjects? 
   
Daniel Burniston:Will the recording of this presentation be made available? 
   
Colyn Wohlmut:OK, thanks. 
   
Mary Augugliaro - Infopeople:Yes. The webinar archive along with the chat transcript will be available 
here https://infopeople.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=655 
   
Daniel Burniston:Thanks! 
   
Bree McGaffey:Thanks!! 
   
Mary Boyle:If we restrict reuse, are you able to protect it? 
   
Mary Boyle:Can people take it against our wishes easily? 
   
Mary Boyle:thanks 
   



Mary Boyle:What is CSV? 
   
Jonathan W:Thanks for the information, I have to leave early to open our history room. 
   
Bree McGaffey:This is a wonderful idea for communities! I have to dash a little early due to closing 
time EST, but will watch the rest when it is archived. Thanks!! 
   
Mary Boyle:Thank you! 
  
 Louisa V:Thank you! Very interesting. 
   
Joline Buechler:Thank you 
   
Erin:Thank you! This is cool - I'm already sending up an email to our communications team to see 
what we might have to add :) 
 
Kerri Young:Thanks all for listening! 
  
 Eva Contreras:Awesome, thank you, can't wait to get started :) 
	


